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Heather Vickery  0:00  
Hi, everyone, welcome to The Brave Files Podcast. This is your host, Heather Vickery. And I am 
so excited to have you here with us today. Before we get started, I want to ask you have you 
joined our Facebook community yet Brave On Purpose. It's a community built just for you, the 
dreamer and the goal getter, with your head in the clouds and your feet firmly planted on the 
ground, we've been waiting for you. This is the community where you can finally be yourself, 
and work collectively to build a life and a business that you absolutely love. Find us by 
searching Brave on Purpose and Facebook, and I'll see you there. So today, we're talking about 
the journey of life. And that when we decide that the journey itself is where true joy lies, we 
began to trust our own intuitive nature, and build a life that we don't want to run and hide from. 
This week's guest knows that it isn't easy to live an authentic and intuitive life. Still, she bravely 
follows her passion wherever it leads, you're going to have to keep listening to learn more about 
what that passion is. She's a nomad who believes that the creative process is far more 
important than the finished product. This woman's joyful worldview is both infectious and truly 
inspiring. Stay with us because we're going to explore how intuition is faith, and the many ways 
that we can experience life and make decisions and that the real beauty is in the mistakes along 
the way. If we just get straight to the point without ever failing, we miss the point. And we talk 
about outgrowing our projects because it's just part of the game when it comes to living a 
successful life. And that success is going to look and feel very different for each and every one 
of you. Alright, let's get to it. 
 
Eyoälha Baker  1:55  
Infinite alchemy and transcendental. 
 
Heather Vickery  1:58  
This is Heather Vickery. And you're listening to The Brave Files, stories from people living 
courageously. When we choose bravely in big and small ways, it powerfully elevates our lives. I 
hope these stories connect with you and encourage you to embrace bravery in every possible 
way, day after day. Together, we can build a movement of courageous living that enriches both 
our lives and our communities. And if you enjoy the show, I asked you to please share it with 
others. Maybe think of someone who you want to choose bravely right alongside you. Thanks 
for tuning in. Now, here's the show. 
 
Heather Vickery  2:42  
 Hi, everyone. So you know learning to live an intuitive and authentic life and build an intuitive, 
authentic business has become a cornerstone of my business, Vickery and Co. And so many of 
you listeners are in this same boat, and I truly think that it is brave as hell. So that's why today 
I'm super excited to have a conversation with Canadian artists Eyoälha Baker. She is an 
intuitive photographer, a muralist, a public speaker, a writer, a community engagement. 
activator. Did y'all hear I love that a community engagement activator, and the creative behind 
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the jump for joy photo project and the genre of light realm photography. You guys don't know 
what that means, but you will when we are done with this interview. Eyoälha  has taken 1000s 
of photographs with people from all walks of life from all around the world. And her images and 
writing have been published internationally. And she's currently glamping in Mount Shasta and 
incorporating energy breathing movement, and sunlight frequency to create otherworldly 
magical images. That is a mouthful, but it's really freakin cool. Eyoälha, welcome to The Brave 
Files.  
 
Eyoälha Baker  3:58  
Thank you. I have one more correction, my life moves really quickly. I'm actually not glamping 
anymore in Mount Shasta, I now go now I'm living in Sedona with the most fantastic view you 
can possibly imagine. So, yeah, check out my Instagram, you're gonna freak out. 
 
Heather Vickery  4:15  
Okay, well, we will link to your Instagram. We'll just leave all of that in because last I heard you 
were glamping. But I'm gonna I want to hear more about it as we move in. So it was a mouthful, 
and I don't usually read guests BIOS to that degree, but yours is really magical and beautiful 
and inspiring. And so first, can you share with people what intuitive art is? 
 
Eyoälha Baker  4:44  
The best description is play. Just like imagine being a child and you're playing dress up, you're 
creating things. You're building little things out of blocks. You're creating art. That's basically 
intuition. And it's the same as being an inventor. Or a creator of any kind only, you make art out 
of it. Okay, now 
 
Heather Vickery  5:06  
Okay, now I love that. I feel like any artist I've ever known, this is how they produce art. But the 
fact that you've put this name to it, intuitive artist, tells me that maybe that isn't how everybody 
approaches art. 
 
Eyoälha Baker  5:24  
Potentially. And I also am not very technically inclined and can't see very well. So there's a lot of 
intuition that goes into the way that I do my photography, it's almost guesstimation sometimes I 
don't even look through my viewfinder, and I just kind of intuitively know the angles or intuitively 
know where the sun's gonna create magic. I don't know how to.. 
 
Heather Vickery  5:50  
Yeah, no, I think that's really fascinating. So you're using other senses and intuition being one of 
them to make up for perhaps, some of your senses not functioning, the way that they may for 
other people. 
 
Eyoälha Baker  6:04  
That's kind of like one way to put it. However, I'm also just honestly playing, and I'm also 
enjoying what a lot of people call mistakes or accidents. So I love those. And quite often, those 
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are my very favorite things, and also where I discover things. And I think that's the same, again, 
with inventing or like coming up with a new way of thinking, or a new philosophy, you have to 
kind of go outside the bounds of what has been created before. And that's intuition. Like your 
intuitions telling you that there's more than what you can see, or hear, or sense, or feel. It's like, 
, it's faith. And also, we don't really have the words for what it is. 
 
Heather Vickery  6:49  
I really like that a lot. And I I so admire that your favorite part is the part that's not quote 
unquote, right, the part that is maybe messy or confusing or unclear. I just, I really honor that. I 
just finished a book this morning called the Coaching Habit, I'm a coach. So we, we read these 
kinds of books. At the very end, it was all very kind of technical. And but at the end, he tells a 
story, and it's a long story. And I'm not going to tell a whole long story right now. But he talks 
about going on a hike up a mountain in Australia, and he's following the path. And he's like 
seven hours into this hike, and realizes that the map doesn't look like the path he's been taking. 
And he's not really he's not on the path. So he goes, Okay, if I climb up the mountain right here, 
I think I can get back to the path. But I'm exhausted. It's seven hours. I'm beat like, I don't know 
if I can do it. But he does it anyway. And he gets up there. And right when he gets up there and 
gets settled, he sees another hiker who's clean and crisp and fresh. And he engages the hiker in 
conversation and he said, Gosh, how are you feeling so far? And the other hiker said, well, it's 
hard to tell it's only been 15 minutes. 
 
Heather Vickery  8:17  
I've read it over and over again, because I'm like, this is life. And this is entrepreneurship. And 
I'm hearing you say this is art, where some people just follow the path and they just get right 
there. And then the rest of us take a seven hour path. And but we learned so much in the 
process. 
 
Eyoälha Baker  8:34  
Well, it's kind of like adding depth of layers in paint. If I were a painter, I'm not. But it's like all of 
these experiences that we have that whole cliche saying like the journey is the goal. The 
journey is the joy. 
 
Heather Vickery  8:49  
 The destination. Yeah. 
 
Eyoälha Baker  8:50  
Ya know, it's like, all of these levels and layers of like pitfalls and making our way back out and 
then discovering something new and then healing our heart and then connect it like all of these 
things are what makes our life fascinating and interesting and fun and creative. So if we just get 
straight to the point, then we kind of miss all that stuff. 
 
Heather Vickery  9:12  
I like that. If we just get straight to the point, we missed the point. 
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Eyoälha Baker  9:16  
Yeah, pretty much. 
 
Heather Vickery  9:19  
That's awesome. Okay, so give us a little background. Have you always been an artist? How did 
you land here? And then at what point were you like, no, this is going to be my life, my 
profession? 
 
Eyoälha Baker  9:34  
Well, I would say probably I have always been an artist. I just haven't always recognized that or 
allowed that part of myself to shine through like I have been in the last few years. So I actually 
did take a photography class in high school and used to love drawing all the time, but I missed a 
lot of school because my family traveled a lot. So I was always kind of like ahead in certain 
things and behind in certain things and changed schools a lot. So I was kind of like, very worldly 
knowledgeable, but not technically knowledgeable, which again, reflects in my art. I'll just figure 
it out. And maybe I'll look at the instructions later. I took a photography class in high school, it 
came very naturally, I really did love it. I did another class, I think in a college and then when I 
applied to do a minor in university, they didn't accept me into photography. So I just didn't think I 
was any good, of course. And this was all still when everything was analog. And then it wasn't 
until like my mid 30s that I bought a little small pocket camera, like one of the first digital 
cameras. It was like 3.2 megapixel, and it fit in my pocket. It was awesome. And I went to Brazil, 
and it was like, something exploded in me like that camera was attached to my wrist. You know, 
like every time I went anywhere I took photos, I experimented with it. I never looked at the 
instructions, just played. I mean, pretty much what I'm doing now, but I did it with different 
material. And yeah, like I mean, I basically since then been doing it, but it took me probably, let's 
see, almost getting close to 20 years to be like I guess I'm an artist. 
 
Heather Vickery  11:20  
Oh, wow. How was it received by your family? 
 
Eyoälha Baker  11:25  
Well, my family. Yeah, my family are all artists. So that was fine. I'm the only one that really 
does what I'm doing. Everyone else is like extraordinarily talented painters, or like jewelry 
makers, or carvers or I mean, the amount of incredible art in my family is mind blowing. So I 
guess I was a little intimidated when I was like, I'm going to be a photographer. 
 
Heather Vickery  11:51  
I think that's fun. So you do all of these things. You, you do something really, I know a ton of 
photographers, I built my business originally as an event and wedding planner. But that's a very 
different type of art than what you do. So tell us a little bit about some of these projects and 
what your makes your projects unique. And in particular, I'm, we talked about the joy photo 
project, and the genre of light realm photography project and like what sets your work apart from 
others? 
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Eyoälha Baker  12:23  
Well, I think that the thing that's kind of, I've noticed, it has become a bit of a pattern with my 
work, which is kind of cool that I can that I've been doing it long enough that I can see patterns 
is like I kind of get obsessive with things, I guess. And like the jumping thing was just something 
really fun that I did with friends initially, you know, traveling and it became like a self therapy, 
creative, interactive, reflection of my life, I guess. And then because I love the idea of me feeling 
joy, and I wanted everyone else to feel joy. It's like I wanted to share it with the world. So my big 
goals of sharing my work with the world is usually because I want other people to feel good, too. 
And I want people to play and explore in the way that I'm doing because I think it's really fun. 
 
Heather Vickery  13:15  
But what I love about that approach is that a lot of people put what they do out into the world 
because they want it to be appreciated. And what I heard you say was I put it out into the world 
because I want it to be enjoyed. 
 
Eyoälha Baker  13:26  
Yeah, definitely. And I want, I want other people to kind of be able to have their heart expanded 
through that energy. And that's what happened through my experience with creating the project. 
I mean, I was not as or I've never really been super open and social when I before I started that 
project, and I was meeting up with people I didn't know, I was like meeting new people, I was 
reaching out to people that were, you know, doing really well in their careers and people on the 
streets that normally people ignore. So it was like it opened and expand me in such a way that I 
wanted other people to kind of get a taste of what that felt like because it was I mean, I was on 
the verge of tears with emotion, like, in a beautiful way, you know, to have people that have 
nothing be impacted by joy and have them them appreciate the work, you know? 
 
Heather Vickery  14:22  
Absolutely. I really like that so much. I love the idea that you want your work to crack other 
people's heart open. I could go I could go all in on that idea. Like, that means I love it. 
 
Eyoälha Baker  14:38  
And it's a reflection of what I'm trying to do for myself at the same time. So it's like me reflecting 
the people around me. So the more that I have to be brave and work through my shit, and the 
more that I have to challenge myself to get out of my fear zones and break through and imagine 
infinitely better than I can currently imagine. And keep going for things that are beyond my or 
that seem beyond my reach. And, of course, I want other people to experience that too. And I 
haven't figured it out. My process is figuring it out. 
 
Heather Vickery  15:12  
I Like that. Yeah, I mean, we're never there. I tell people that all the time you're coaching, 
somebody said, Oh, I'm afraid I'm going to outgrow my business. I said, of course, you're going 
to outgrow your business.  
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Eyoälha Baker  15:22  
Yea, obviously. 
 
Heather Vickery  15:23  
If you're, if you're actually doing it, if you're showing up and you're working hard, you're going to, 
you're going to reach the peak of what you're doing right now. And then you're going to create a 
new one. That's what expansion is all about.  
 
Eyoälha Baker  15:33  
Absolutely. And that's an interesting thing that happened with the jump for joy project, because I 
could have been a one hit wonder and just kept doing it. Everyone loved that project. But I knew 
that there was a point where I was complete, like the joy hadintegrated, and I was kind of bored, 
and I wanted to do something else. And I didn't know what it was. And that's when I was 
glamping and started playing with the light a couple of summers ago, it just sort of it just sort of 
happened.  
 
Heather Vickery  15:59  
That's cool.  
 
Eyoälha Baker  15:59  
That would be the alchemy word that we were talking about. 
 
Heather Vickery  16:02  
Yeah, it just happens. I love that. Well, we, we always ask guests every single week to send us 
lots of photos, and they usually send one fairly awkward headshot. So we're gonna have a hard 
time picking but I'm going to ask you to send us oh, I'm going to really challenge you here, 
maybe you know, two to four of your very favorite, or maybe the pieces. Maybe they're not even 
your favorite, but they're the ones that you hear crack open more people's hearts than others. 
Because, I want people to see it. And I want them to feel all of that. 
 
Eyoälha Baker  16:35  
That is a challenge. I have 1000s of photos, but I will take you up on it. And I will go through 
them and I will find some favorites. 
 
Heather Vickery  16:42  
Yeah, absolutely. And so then tell us a little bit about a you no longer do the glamping. But you 
were doing it. First of all, I don't camp. So I'm laughing when you said glamping I'm like I can be 
down. What does that, I know what I think that means? I mean, I know what the trendy glamping 
actually is. But was that really what you were doing?  Why you decided to do it, and what that 
experience was like for you. 
 
Eyoälha Baker  17:07  
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Okay, so glamping has been a two year in a row thing. So in 2019. So last year, I guess it's 
such a long involved story. I ended up in Mount Shasta, I got hired to take photos, I ended up 
staying there. I ended up caretaking the property and in and creating a basically a self directed 
artist residency on my downtime. And the rest of the time I was hosting and helping and 
whatever needed to be done. I was, you know, project managing and taking part in all these 
healing retreats. So as I was developing and growing, and dealing with deep, deep traumas and 
all kinds of stuff, I would also play and create art. So it was just this, like, Summer of doing that. 
And then the glamping part was my friend at the time had a piece of property that I was staying 
on where the retreat center was, and he bought a tent and put his furniture in there so I'd have a 
place to sleep. The only thing is there was no toilet obviously there was no kitchen. There was 
so, you know, I was basically outside most of the time. But I did use the kitchen that summer 
this last summer however, I was at a different one. Hestia and it was like hardcore. Like I had 
my Coleman stove outside. I was outside from May until October. I did not sleep inside once in 
that entire time. 
 
Heather Vickery  18:35  
Wow. Oh Eyoalha. Mm hmm. I don't think so 
 
Eyoälha Baker  18:38  
During the fires, so it was smoky. Like we had some rainstorms, it was sweltering hot, like 
ridiculous heat. And I'd have to like go into the creek to cool down. It was intense. So trying to 
deal with you know, heartaches and traumas and also like interact with the people that were 
coming through on the property because I was also caretaking and like helping out so it's a 
couple of full time jobs. But it was like ridiculously fun. 
 
Heather Vickery  19:07  
Ridiculously cool, too. So you weren't alone the whole time because there were people coming 
and going. I always fear being out like that and being in complete solitude. 
 
Eyoälha Baker  19:17  
Oh my God, that's my favorite thing in the world. It's what I craved the entire Summer, Well, I 
guess I haven't done it that long. But my problems always been the opposite. Like I can't wait to 
get alone time because I've been living in staying couchsurfing and like in other people's faces. 
So I'm like when I get alone time, I'm in heaven. 
 
Heather Vickery  19:40  
No, no, I feel all of that I have four kids and my partner and I both work from home. And usually 
we do some traveling. And since the pandemic hit, no one's traveling, Of course and so I'm 
never, I'm never alone. So I really had to and it's not like I can go to the  coffee shop with my 
headphones, you can't fucking go anywhere, do anything. I did take two solo retreats in the last 
nine months where, in fact actually I lied, I took three. One, I was a complete tech detox. I didn't 
take a computer, I didn't take a phone two days, like leave me alone. One was working pretty 
hardcore, but but by myself and the other was a little working, a little reading, a little walking, a 
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little resting. And I go days without physically using my mouth to talk to anyone and it is so 
healing. 
 
Eyoälha Baker  20:36  
That's been me the last couple of weeks. It's been wonderful, I love it. And that, you know, I 
manifested this incredible place where I can walk to trails, and I'm in Sedona and I have the 
most incredible view. So I don't have this feeling like I'm in lockdown. I'm in. I'm in peace and 
serenity here. So it's like, you know, perspective on life.  
 
Heather Vickery  20:58  
I live in a city. And so you know, and and it's hard now it's cold. So I pretty much survived 
pandemic by being able to take nice long walks, either by myself or with my kids or whatever. 
And now it's 20 degrees. And I still take walks but they're not that pleasant. So 
 
Eyoälha Baker  21:18  
yeah, what city are you in? 
 
Heather Vickery  21:19  
I am in Chicago.  
 
Eyoälha Baker  21:20  
Oh, Chicago. Yeah, it gets so cold there. 
 
Heather Vickery  21:23  
Very cold right now. It's very cold. But that's okay. We had a fairly long fall very Indian summer. 
So I'll take my joys where I can get them and, and speaking of joys and struggles, building a 
career where you can actually provide for yourself and do something that is heart centered that 
you love is hard. What's been the biggest struggle for you? 
 
Eyoälha Baker  21:50  
Well, the interesting thing is, I've done a lot of this work for no pay. So I've been living, I'm just 
literally live out of two suitcases for the last 10 years. I get by on very little money. I'm not a 
consumer, I don't buy a lot of stuff. I don't need a lot of stuff. And I don't know how to explain my 
life because I have the most fantastic life like, I I don't understand, I am very good at manifesting 
wonderful things. 
 
Heather Vickery  22:22  
It's amazing. That's amazing. Do you do any manifestation rituals or daily rituals are like sort of, 
first of all, I love so much your ability to disconnect and sort of surrender from the tangible and 
from all this stuff, because it does hold us hostage.  
 
Eyoälha Baker  22:42  
I would like to add though that it does not mean that it's like roses, and easy all the time. 
Because that is not like I've literally had days where I haven't had enough food to eat. I didn't 
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know where I was going to sleep that night. I didn't know when my next money would be coming 
in. And this is frequent. So I've had to lean very heavily on friends. And usually that's cool, 
because I give back, I help out, I help people with their businesses, I take photos for them. 
There's like a kind of an exchange that happens. But sometimes the exchanges and feel equal 
to each person and tension can start you know, like there's, there's struggles it's not easy all the 
time. However, my goal constantly every day is for it to be infinitely better than I can currently 
comprehend. So I'm constantly going past and improving a better situation for myself through 
that thought pattern and my routine? Coffee every morning. 
 
Heather Vickery  23:41  
I love my coffee every morning. Don't Don't hit me up with those people who are like, oh, who 
needs coffee? If you're really enlightened, you don't need coffee. 
 
Eyoälha Baker  23:49  
 That doesn't have anything to do with it. I love my coffee. I travel with a little you know those 
that stovetop Italian metal coffee maker? I've traveled with that for years. 
 
Heather Vickery  24:00  
 I love it. But you must have some routines around manifestation. There has to be something 
you do to bring forth the things you desire. 
 
Eyoälha Baker  24:09  
Well, I have a very grateful attitude. I get very, I think like, it's not like I have a routine. It's just 
that my life is the routine. Like, I am blown away in awe of nature every day and I express it and 
I get excited about it. I have fun playing like I literally will play with my phone, I'll get excited 
about things that I'm taking pictures of I'll do things that I love. I'll sleep a lot when I'm tired. 
Sometimes I won't get out of my pajamas for like three days and it's awesome. So like, my 
routine is just like keep telling myself and showing myself and finding examples of how my life 
can be infinitely better than I currently comprehend because maybe I just don't have, maybe my 
bar is so low that I just have to keep aiming higher and Okay, wait That's a really bad analogy, 
because I don't 
 
Heather Vickery  25:01  
I don't think your bar is low at all, I think it's impressive. 
 
Eyoälha Baker  25:05  
But this is what I'm saying. I feel like that's a limiting statement. And I don't think that that's how I 
live my life because I'm not aiming for goals. So I just want to retract that and say, I'm looking at 
life, not so much as levels anymore, or structures, or you hear all this thing about grids and 
whatever. I look at it more like, and I've been using this metaphor because it's a nice visual. So 
you know, when you go to a paint store, when you're going to paint your house, and they put the 
color into the paint, and it swirls around and mixes in. 
 
Heather Vickery  25:35  
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Mm hmm. 
 
 
Eyoälha Baker  25:36  
That's how,  that's integration. That's how I want to live my life. I'm not trying to hit a level or a 
goal or a number or it's more like, I want to be integrated and have that  like have it all just 
blend. That's so it's, that's kind of my goal, I guess. 
 
Heather Vickery  25:55  
Yeah. No, I it's really beautiful. Do you anticipate wanting to do this for the rest of your life? 
 
Eyoälha Baker  26:03  
I have no idea even what that means. Because my life changes by the week. I don't have a clue. 
Like none of the things I've done in my life has been plans. I had no idea. I'd be a muralist. It 
was never a goal. It just happened. I had no idea I'd be in like Arizona during this pandemic right 
now. Like I had no idea where I'd be or, you know, so I'm just like saying yes to the opportunities 
that feel good. I'm saying yes to expansion, I'm saying yes to, you know, being brave, and like, 
just going for whatever feels good in my life. 
 
Heather Vickery  26:36  
It is so brave to just follow your intuition and do what feels good. And most people would 
probably tell you, they just can't do that. And I would push back on that, but most people won't 
do it for whatever their, whatever their limiting voices are, or whatever they think their binds are. 
And that, you know, I've children, like I cannot just go traipse around Europe, which is what I 
really like to do. Maybe not during a pandemic, but but I can find other ways to lean into that 
intuitiveness and I do I do manifestation stuff. But maybe because I don't have the same life 
setup as you but I do spend time every day visualizing the things that I want for myself in my 
life, because I don't believe we can get somewhere that we can't imagine. 
 
Eyoälha Baker  27:33  
I don't know. I've been trying that. And here's a here's a here's one of the ways that I look for 
examples of things that are better than I can imagine, a really simple way. So that first summer 
when I was glamping, I arrived in Mount Shasta with $20. I had no idea what kind of work I was 
going to do. I knew that I had a place to stay. And that's about it. So because I didn't have a lot 
of money, my goals were pretty, or my dreams were pretty low. Like I needed a new pair of flip 
flops because mine broke. I needed and I wanted to have Havaianas because those are the 
best ones I thought. And I wanted to have a fridge full of food that I could share with people. So 
those were two things that were like better than I could imagine at that point in time because I 
didn't have the money. I mean, I had no idea. So after a couple of groups left, somebody left 
behind a pair of flip flops, didn't know whose they were, nobody claimed done. And I tried them 
on and they were so comfortable. I was like, oh my god. These are the best flip flops I've ever, 
ever worn. And they're not Havaianas and Havaianas was the best thing I could possibly 
imagine like that was my goal. But these ones were way more comfortable. I could I could 
literally hike in them. I hiked to the top of the mountain, they were so comfy. So that was like an 
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example of something that I couldn't have dreamed up I didn't know they existed. I didn't know 
there was these better flip flops, and then the fridge situation. So in the house, when they'd have 
like the, the healing retreats come through the pantry, and the fridge would be like overflowing 
with food. And one of these groups had so much food, they filled the entire fridge full of celery 
cuz they were all into celery juice. And I opened the fridge and it was like the entire fridge was 
full of celery and I started laughing I was like, Oh my god, the entire fridge is full of food and 
everyone's gonna be eating it. So it was like I didn't make that happen, but it fit into the better 
than I anticipated because it was like a surprise, you know, and it was like not how I envisioned 
it. So it's like, I don't want to get too stuck on what I think I want. I want it to be better than I think 
that I can have it. 
 
Heather Vickery  29:44  
Yeah, I love that I do I think you're onto something when you say that you live this really 
connected, great full life. You know the energy we put out is the energy we get back and so if 
you are anticipating some small wonders Big wonders, you know, the unimaginable presenting 
itself to you in just the right way. And everything feels like it has a little bit of a magical edge, 
which is what I'm hearing from you.  
 
Eyoälha Baker  30:11  
It does, like all of a sudden, everything is such a wonderful surprise. And then you notice bigger 
things and you notice like things, you know, bigger things. And then it's just like, suddenly, all 
the things around you are magical and fun. And you meet wonderful people, and you have 
wonderful, unexpected adventures. And, you know, clearly I'm like not 100% in this, but I've 
experienced it often enough to know that I'm getting better at it. And it's happening more and the 
things that are feeling out of reach or feeling closer, or maybe they're not as reached anymore. 
Or maybe maybe it's already happening. And I you know, and it's already so much better than I 
like, couldn't even imagine being where I am right now. 
 
Heather Vickery  30:52  
I love that I do I think so much of it is the energy. I'm a big gratitude girl. I've actually written two 
books on gratitude. It's something that is absolutely crucially important to me. So we just 
released this episode, I normally do a gratitude episode right at us Thanksgiving, I chose to do a 
solo episode this year for that talking about being our most authentic selves. And instead, we 
did a New Year's episode where people reflected on what was they were grateful for from 2020. 
Because I just think, if we constantly focused on what it should show the year was we're missing 
the boat on a lot of things, and then what they're looking forward to in 2021. And it's just a crazy 
magical episode. And people call and they cry. And they, they're like, they surprise themselves 
with the joy that they've discovered by slowing down and paying attention to it. And it's just I 
think when you give that energy to the world, it comes back you you find beauty everywhere.  
 
Eyoälha Baker  31:54  
Absolutely. I mean, I have to say that because I was already imagining my life better than I 
could possibly imagine. I literally was in a bubble in Mount Shasta from before the pandemic hit. 
And then I've been in Sedona. So it's like I it's like I had such a different experience of this year 
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that it's really hard for me to comprehend what people are experiencing. Because the things that 
have been difficult have been, you know, working through old struggles or  you know, like, it's, it 
hasn't. I just got really lucky again. 
 
Heather Vickery  32:33  
Absolutely, absolutely. 
 
Eyoälha Baker  32:35  
It's attitude. And it's also just, it's almost like that whole manifestation thing of like, I could sit in 
my thing and be terrified and upset and scared and all of those things, but it doesn't seem very 
fun.  
 
Heather Vickery  32:50  
It doesn't seem fun. It usually doesn't serve us and all fear really does live in the future.  
 
Eyoälha Baker  32:57  
I've lived in a lot of fear. So I can say that and laugh about it.  
 
Heather Vickery  33:00  
Yeah. Right. I'll bet. I'm sure that's a whole nother episode of the things that have like been 
terrifying as you not had. Are you totally okay with not having a home base? 
 
Eyoälha Baker  33:15  
No. Okay, so that was my big goal this year is to have a home base. And I just literally rented an 
a suite like a little apartment in Sedona. And it's been nine years out of two suitcases. And I 
actually have a home base right now. 
 
Heather Vickery  33:32  
That's awesome. And that's what that's what you wanted. So you've manifested. 
 
Eyoälha Baker  33:35  
That's what I wanted. And I got it. I mean, like there's, it's, it's got some tweaks, I got some 
tweaks. I mean, it's not exactly what I wanted. But there are absolutely more benefits than not. 
 
Heather Vickery  33:47  
That's really cool. I love that. So one of the questions that I always ask, and I think this is a 
really nice segue into it is how do you celebrate success? And I asked this question, because 
first of all, I think success is very individually defined. And it sounds to me like discovering flip 
flops that you had been dreaming of. or a fridge full of celery, or a little you know, sweet feels 
like a major success for you. What's that process like of acknowledging that there has been a 
success or a win for you? 
 
Eyoälha Baker  34:24  
I get really excited. I have no problem celebrating. I celebrate the most ridiculous things. 
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Heather Vickery  34:29  
Nothing's too ridiculous to celebrate. Celebration is the best way to spend your time. 
 
Eyoälha Baker  34:33  
 I love it. God I celebrate when I set a boundary with someone or I celebrate when I don't know 
God, everything. I celebrate everything.  I love my food. Like I get excited about food I love man 
if someone could cook me dinner for my birthday. 
 
Heather Vickery  34:53  
I mean, it sounds like you're celebrating by just acknowledging the pure joy that it brings.  
 
Eyoälha Baker  34:59  
Yeah  
 
Heather Vickery  35:00  
Yeah,, I mean, I get all kinds of answers. I get we take a trip when something great happens 
and or we go out to dinner, or I pop a bottle of champagne and all of those things are true.  
 
Eyoälha Baker  35:09  
Yeah,  I was like, Oh, yeah, those things. 
 
Heather Vickery  35:12  
Exactly. But I what I always kind of digging for is just what you said is but what about the little 
things in a moment that counts so much, that if we don't acknowledge them, we steamroll right 
over our lives. I'm a I'm a bell ringer, and a dance party girl, like literally one of my clients 
suggested to me years ago, that I put a bell on my desk when I closed a deal or when 
something really excited to happen and and just kind of rapidly bang that bell or I know. It's just, 
it's really a fun way to like, give life to this thing you're experiencing. So 
 
Eyoälha Baker  35:45  
Yeah, I definitely dance. I mean, sometimes I enjoy food so much that I can't stay still in my 
seat. 
 
Heather Vickery  35:53  
That's awesome. I love that I've been there. I've done that. That's exciting.  
 
Eyoälha Baker  36:00  
Ya know, like the food dance. You're like, Oh my god, this is so good. It's my favorite.  Oh my 
gosh, when I'm taking photos and I get a good photo of someone. The celebration is ridiculous. 
Like people laugh at me. I don't know, I just get so excited when I get a photo that is like, doesn't 
make sense to me. I'm just like, How did this happen? 
 
Heather Vickery  36:21  
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That is so cool. I love that. I have somebody who because I used to be in the events industry. 
And because I've had my photo taken a number of times, I can totally identify with that. Because 
it's it's not always a fun process. And when you get a great picture, like Oh, God, it feels so 
good. 
 
Eyoälha Baker  36:40  
Yeah, that's my favorite things. I love getting photos of people, especially when they like that 
they love, especially when they think they're not photogenic or they're uncomfortable in front of 
the camera. If I can get a good photo of someone. It's like, celebrate. Oh my god. So excited. 
 
Heather Vickery  36:55  
I love it. That's really cool. Excellent. Well, so as we come close to the end of the conversation, 
and I'm so curious, because you've had sort of this nomadic life. I am such a deep believer in 
giving back and showing up and coming together as a community. And you did, I believe, and I 
loved it so much say that you are community engagement activator. So really excited to hear 
what is your favorite charitable organization to support. 
 
Eyoälha Baker  37:25  
A Better Life Foundation in the downtown Eastside of Vancouver, but they also have us, I think 
they have a US branch now.  I can probably find out all that info and send it to you but a Better 
Life Foundation. And I heard about them initially when I was doing my murals in Vancouver, 
because I was in the downtown east side of Vancouver, which is probably one of the poorest 
areas and a lot of drugs go on there. A lot of people live on the streets. And they became my 
friends, these people. And they were supportive of my work. And like literally, I had someone 
who lived in poverty, go and get me lunch from one of these, like, local. I don't know what 
charity places, because they were worried that I was working so hard. And I just think about 
that, like this person spent two lunch $2 on this lunch for me. And that kind of generosity came 
because of the joy that I gave him through my work. So when I think if I can give that kind of joy 
to people, and then be able to support meals for them, knowing how much joy people can get 
out of food, too. It's kind of awesome.  
 
Heather Vickery  38:30  
That is so great. I love that. Well, thank you for sharing them with us. We will link to them, they 
will be our charity of the week. And so everyone get to know them and spread the love. 
However you can let other people know they exist. If you have time or money to give back. Or 
simply a few social media likes, whatever it is. It's on us, folks. It's on us to come together and 
lift one another up and support one another if we want the world to be a better, happier, braver, 
more joyful place for all of us. I am so in love. I could feel like I could talk to you forever. If you if 
you nomadically wander your way towards Chicago or if I'm ever in Sedona can I invite myself 
to come and hang out? 
 
Eyoälha Baker  39:10  
Absolutely. We will definitely hang out and we'll definitely do some light ROM photos because 
it's really fun. Very magical.  
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Heather Vickery  39:19  
Yes, please. Awesome. Will you share your three words with us one last time? 
 
Eyoälha Baker  39:24  
Yes. Infinite, alchemy and transcendental. 
 
Heather Vickery  39:28  
Yeah, I mean, they're beautiful. And I see that I see all of those words. I always ask people to 
say three words that best identify your story. And people want to give me sentences and I'm 
like, No, no three words. And it's really hard for some people. But I can absolutely see in 
everything you shared with us where these words come from, and I think they're so beautiful. 
Eyoalha, thank you so much for spending some of your time here with me and sharing all of 
your light and energy with our listeners. 
 
Eyoälha Baker  39:56  
Thank you. It's been such a pleasure and I do hope we get to play someday. 
 
Heather Vickery  40:00  
I really hope so too. I really do. Well, I, you want to tell folks how they can find you on social 
media, we'll put it in the links as well, but let people know here in case they are dying to see 
your pictures right now. 
 
Eyoälha Baker  40:11  
Okay, awesome. I usually post on Instagram the most So, either on my name, which is spelled 
Eyoalha. , or light round photos. And I also have lightbrown, art, light brown.art. 
 
Heather Vickery  40:26  
Okay, awesome. You guys go check it out, you know, you want to see all about it. It's really 
beautiful work. I've, I've seen it. And I hope that those of you listening are able to take from this 
conversation, a little spark of joy, a little spark of paying attention to the little things and maybe 
just putting some trust and intuition out into the universe. The universe has your back. Where 
can you bring some of, of this light hearted joy that the Eyoalha has shared with us? Where can 
you lighten your life load a little and, and let the sun and the light shine in? I would love to hear 
from all of you how that's connected with you. You can always give me a call at 312-646-0205. 
Share what moved you what you loved how you're out choosing bravely, it would be a delight to 
hear it. You can email me Heather@Vickeryandco.com. And then I just want to remind you that 
if you are into living brave, come and hang out with us in our Facebook collective Brave on 
Purpose. It is filled with people just like you who are learning to take the brave leap and 
leverage their fare into intentional bravery. So this is Heather Vickery reminding you today and 
every single day to go out and choose bravely. Hey, friends, I want to share something really 
exciting with you. We already know you enjoy listening to podcasts because you're listening to 
this one. But I'm also betting you enjoy audiobooks. And hey, listen, if you don't already enjoy 
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audiobooks, then it's time to check them out. That's why I'm really excited to share libro.fm with 
you. They are an incredible new platform for listening to audiobooks. And by choosing libro FM 
over other audio book services, you are supporting a local bookstore of your choice and 
investing in your local community. libro FM offers over 150,000 audiobooks via their primary 
platform, which by the way, they built with love and from scratch because they're a small 
business also. They even offer bookseller recommendations for great audiobook options. You 
can sign up right now via www.Vickeryandco.com/libroFM, that's 
www.Vickeryandco.com/libroFM. And when you do, you'll get one free audio book of your 
choice. And the proceeds will go to your favorite local bookstore. Now check what I just said 
there, you're gonna get a free book, and the proceeds are still going to go to your local 
bookstore, because libro fm makes sure that their booksellers get paid even when they give a 
promo to customers. I've listened to over 20 audiobooks this year alone. I especially love 
listening to memoirs read by the author, and it feels great knowing that all of my purchases 
support my local bookstore, The Book Table in Oak Park, Illinois librofm, the same audio books, 
the same price, but a completely different story. Check them out right now at 
Vickeryandco.com/libroFM. Have you ever thought about starting a podcast? Maybe you've had 
this thought and then quickly shut it down? Because who has the time? Or you don't know how 
or gosh, it just all seems too hard. If you have something to share with the world, we want to 
encourage you to get your message out. The world needs to hear it. Did you know that 50% of 
all homes are podcast fans. If you've ever wondered about having your own podcast or how it 
can increase your business, or get your message across, then please join me and the other 
experts from the Podcast Power Academy for our monthly free q&a session. It's called So You 
Want to Start a Podcast. This casual live conversation will help you understand how podcasting 
can be a great decision. Why now is the best time to get started and how to get into action with 
it. Visit PodcastPowerAcademy.com to learn more. 
 
Heather Vickery  44:49  
You've been listening to The Brave Files,  stories of people living courageously. To learn more 
about the show, find our show notes and full episode transcripts. Or to get some great bonus 
content visit The Brave Files Podcast.com. And we would love to know what you think of the 
show, you can give us a call 312-646-0205 Let us know your thoughts on the episode The show 
in general, or maybe share with us how you're out choosing bravely. This episode is brought to 
you by Vickery and Co Success Coaching, coaching that helps you maintain a life well lived and 
a business well run. Learn more at VickeryandCo.com. Our music was created and produced in 
a custom collaboration with Matt Lewis from ML Creative Consulting, a boutique firm dedicated 
to helping clients identify their unique sound and amplify their brand with custom delivered 
soundtracks. We couldn't do any of this without our extraordinary audio engineer Andrew Olson. 
Learn more about him and check out his work at FindAndrewOlsen.com and special thanks to 
everyone on Team BRAVE from our producers, associate producers, copy editors, writers and 
support team. Special thanks to Molly, Mary, Kim, Sabra and Sabrina. I'm your host and 
executive producer, Heather Vickery. Thanks for tuning in. And we'll talk to you next week. 
 
Transcribed by https://otter.ai 
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